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A Seizure and Sleep Deprivation: Muses for The White Airplane 
 

[Chicago, IL]  Chicago playwright Darren Callahan had a seizure – a one-time, out-of-the-blue, never 
repeated, full-on seizure.  Subjected to a battery of tests, including a night of sleep deprivation, 
Callahan passed the hours by starting and finishing, fully-formed, his stage play The White Airplane.  In 
a hazy frame of mind (one well known to insomniacs), Callahan adeptly captured a dream-like quality 
known to all of us, but is rarely expressed so adeptly in drama.   
 
This somnambulistic blur drew Polarity Ensemble Theater to groom the play and, ultimately, to bring it 
to life in its 2009 season.  Renowned stage director Susan Padveen was a quick convert to the project, 
saying, “Reality is constantly shifting… different moment to moment and person to person.  It was very 
unique material, but not in a gimmicky way.  It had moments of real human emotion.” 
 
The White Airplane is not another example of hyper-self-awareness written by a tormented artist in a 
high state of anxiety.  Callahan set down to write his play while in a particular state of mind, true, but 
also knowing that stories which hold great power over an audience are stories of humanity’s abnormal 
moments as well as rational ones.  Fear, greed, love, guilt, aspirations for immortality, lust – these all 
exist in an extreme way when you move beyond daily rational sensibility.   
 
As Callahan points out, it’s only been since the middle of the last century that plays like Death of A 
Salesmen, or, say, the works of Tennessee Williams, have restricted drama to solely examining 
humankind’s external behavior.  Realism has been a staple of the local and national scenes for as long 
as anyone can remember.  Ghosts, suspense, murder, bloody deaths, and voices in the dark: these are 
the elements of genre fiction.  But, as Darren Callahan points out, these are the elements of most plays 
by Shakespeare.  Polarity Ensemble Theatre has brought this same heightened perspective in recent 
productions of Antigone, MacBeth, Hamlet, and the world premier of Ghost Watch. 
  
Though his own motor, Callahan is not without external influence.   He cites as Japanese 
playwright-authors such as Kobe Abe (Woman in the Dunes) and Haruki Murakami (Kafka On 
The Shore), along with American noir films and British comedies from the 1960s, as all having  
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an influence on The White Airplane.  “By allowing a play to step away from realism also allows 
an audience to experience drama on a more subtle level.  That’s what makes genre writing much 
more of a challenge than people assume.  The nature of life is best examined in the framework of 
a mystery, or, in the case of The White Airplane, as a puzzle.”   
 
The White Airplane will premiere at Polarity’s new space in the Josephinum Academy, 1500 N. Bell, 
Chicago. Tickets are $15 at www.petheatre.com or 1-800-838-3006. The White Airplane previews 
February 13, 14 & 15 ($10). Press opening February 16 at 8pm. It runs through March 22. Show times 
are 8pm on Fridays and Saturdays, 3pm on Sundays. Polarity is a member of the League of Chicago 
Theatres. Press releases and photos can be downloaded from www.petheatre.com/news.html. 
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